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A Solid Foundation
Cultural policy begins at home. International exchange, subject to a multitude of influences, is beyond the direct reach of domestic planners. Nevertheless, all European nations, and a growing number of Asian countries, wish to promote such exchange. Indeed, they deploy the same tools
to this end, from support for individual art projects, such as exhibitions
and performances, to national festivals and cultural centres.
The motivation to do so, however, varies considerably from country to
country. Some use exchange to polish the national image, while others
enlist it to improve political relationships, earn friends, giftwrap international trade or offer their artists a chance to gain experience abroad for
the enrichment of the scene at home.
Most countries pursue a mixed agenda, the specific components depending on the current political climate. And Switzerland? In the aftermath of the Second World War, with Europe in ruins, Pro Helvetia’s mandate was simply to perform “publicity in the service of the nation”. At the
time, however, “publicity” had nothing to do with marketing but rather
with the persuasive power of the culture Switzerland wanted to export to
the rest of the world – with the logistical and financial assistance of the
Arts Council. Over the subsequent 50 years, Pro Helvetia developed its
current mission: to bring foreign cultural institutions curious about the
Swiss arts scene together with Swiss artists in need of exchange and experience, regardless of the reigning political or economic tenor. Foreign
affairs of this kind do not seek major media effect or political theatre, but
aim instead to craft enduring relationships. We transmute the funds we
receive from the federal government into connections: because connections are a kind of capital that continues to grow on its own once the initial investment has been made. The work is nuanced, varied and challenging for all concerned. It paints a picture of Switzerland as a country with
high standards, a nose for quality – and a taste for the unexpected. This
foundation is solid, because it is anchored in the heart.
Passages demonstrates how such a groundwork is laid at home in
Switzerland – and contrasts it with the construction principles of other
nations. Welcome to a voyage around the world!
Pius Knüsel
Director, Pro Helvetia
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International
Cultural Outreach
“It’s only when you have been exposed to a foreign
society that you are truly confronted with
your own cultural and social roots,” says a Swiss
artist about her experience working in China.
Cultural exchange across national borders
and between continents opens one’s eyes both for
what is foreign and for what is one’s own. Read
about how Swiss artists find an audience in India,
whether cultural exchange with Africa is
possible on an equal footing, and why the Venice
Biennale is a mirror of intercultural encounter.
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trange things are happening in Buenos Aires. Pedestri- few months later in Buenos Aires, they and the local producers are
ans in a shopping centre suddenly start walking back- having to organize everything themselves. “Working in South
wards. The residents of an apartment block are being America demands patience. You have to approach people with
watched from the pavement opposite, and switch the warmth and sincerity,” says Kaegi, who has worked in Argentina
lights on to give the voyeurs a better view. In the read- several times before. “When people say ‘yes’ they don’t necessarily
ing room of the National Library a group of people, seemingly act- mean ‘yes’,” Arias advised the Europeans. “But ‘no’ certainly
ing by remote control, simultaneously leaf through books in which doesn’t mean that something is impossible.”
many of the pages are blank. In a hotel, the chambermaids reveal
Perhaps due to fear of attack, perhaps because of lack of
intimate details of their lives without any objections from manage- money, public spaces in Argentina are rarely used for events such
ment. A blind man leads his sighted companions up a steep ladder as Ciudades Paralelas. But, as previously in Berlin, audiences in
onto a flat roof, from where he shows them the tightly packed Buenos Aires have responded enthusiastically to the festival, and
tickets have quickly sold out.
houses of the city.
It seems almost like a conspiracy: as if a small group of
porteños – as the citizens of Buenos Aires call themselves – had The psychiatrist and the bodyguard: residents tell their stories
hatched a plot to ignore the unwritten codes that normally guide Kaegi is on his way out to find a house for a performance entitled
our behaviour. The inspiration for the goings-on comes from Prime Time by Swiss theatre director Dominic Huber. “Argentines
are very open people, but in this
two theatre directors: Lola
case they were suspicious,” he
Arias from Argentina and Sterecalls. “For the performance,
fan Kaegi from Switzerland.
everyone living in the building
The pair are the curators of
had to be prepared to recount
Ciudades Paralelas (“Parallel
their life story and let people
Cities”), one of the principal
stare into their living room.” In
projects in Pro Helvetia’s Chile
the early evening – prime time
& Argentina programme. Tofor TV viewing – the apartment
gether with six other artists
The Ciudades Paralelas theatre project
block becomes a showcase of
from Argentina, Germany,
is an adventurous journey into the
social units. The audience, inSwitzerland and the UK, they
parallel worlds of various big cities. Shopping
vited to act as voyeurs, stand on
have devised performances
centres, libraries, railway stations
the other side of the street,
that take the functional spaces
watching people in their homes
found in all big cities – courts,
and apartment buildings become stages for
and listening to their voices via
shopping centres, apartment
action art and offer inhabitants a
headphones. The play, then,
blocks, libraries, factories, honew vision of their city. A glimpse of the
tells stories of real life. “I would
tels, railway stations and roofs
goings-on in Buenos Aires.
never have imagined that I
– and remodel them into theawould pay money to peep
tre sets. Everyday locations
through other people’s winconstructed for the masses are
By Karen Naundorf
dows,” one of the women in the
transformed into new experiaudience says quietly. The firstences for the individual observer. The underlying question is invariably the same: how much floor apartment on the right is occupied by Guillermo, who can be
seen lovingly watering the plants on his balcony. He seems a genof this is real life, how much is theatre?
tle character at first sight – until he describes his work as a body“Working in South America demands patience”
guard and debt collector for a poker player. “I prefer dialogue to
“Rather than go to the expense of flying stagehands and perform- force, and in 70 to 80 percent of cases I get good results,” he says.
ers to another continent, we take our ideas with us and work with His neighbour on the left, an Asian musician, treats everyone in
local producers when we arrive,” explains Kaegi. “I’ve often trav- the building to his daily bandonéon rehearsals. Unfortunately, the
elled around with pieces that we adapted for the local audience by instrument comes without a volume control, and its melancholy
displaying subtitles on a screen,” says Arias, who divides her time tones echo throughout the block, driving even the psychiatrist on
between Berlin and Buenos Aires. “With Ciudades Paralelas we’re the ground floor crazy. The audience already knows about this
setting out to achieve something different: performances at loca- quarrel when the psychiatrist tells his side of the story. In his vertions you will find anywhere, but which we adjust to fit in with sion, however, it is a tale of harmonious coexistence, and he makes
local circumstances and rules. None of the pieces is the same in no mention of the fact that he called the police to tick the bandonéon player off.
Argentina as it was in Germany.”
“The festival in Argentina was nerve-wracking in a way that
For the first edition of the festival in Berlin in September
2010, the curators enjoyed the backing of the Hebbel am Ufer the- Berlin wasn’t,” says Kaegi. “We were constantly expecting someatre (HAU), giving them an institutional framework to build on. A thing to go wrong. But somehow a solution always turned up.” In
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the court building, for example, Kaegi’s diplomatic skills were put
to the test. During the dress rehearsal, the judges attempted to ban
the performance. What bothered them was not the idea of a Renaissance choir intoning the pious liturgy of Christian Garcia’s In
the Name of the People in an edifice otherwise devoted to temporal justice, but rather the fact that the performance included a recitation of controversial judgments handed down in that very building. “These texts are available on the internet for anyone to read,
and the choristers were simply repeating them verbatim,” says
Kaegi. “But suddenly we were being told that only the judges themselves are allowed to read them out in the court building.” Garcia’s
piece touches on some delicate issues: the kidnapping of children
during the last military dictatorship, illegal logging in modern-day
Argentina. Permission for the performance was finally given when
Garcia changed all the names, including that of the mayor of Bue-

“

she came to Buenos Aires to earn money. Cecilia tells of the used
condoms that she finds in the rooms. Indignant at the thoughtlessness of the guests, she has more than once considered selling
their contents. The only evidence of Iris is a letter: the hotel fired
her shortly before the festival began. Aged only twenty-two, the
young woman had such severe back problems that the hard manual labour of her hotel job was beyond her.
Visitors view each room alone and are not allowed to proceed
to the next one until the telephone rings. The surprise comes at
the end, when suddenly each visitor is confronted by one of the
women whose life story they have been listening to over the last
hour. “Como estás?” she asks with a shy smile, “How are you?”
Thus Arias’ installations are transformed from observed objects
into conversational subjects. The curators are already working on
bringing the Ciudades Paralelas concept to Zurich. “With some
of the pieces that won’t be easy,” says Kaegi.
The idea behind Christian Garcia’s perWhen people say ‘yes’ they don’t necessarily mean ‘yes’,”
formance, for example, was that courts are
Lola Arias advised the Europeans. “But ‘no’ certainly
cathedrals of power: traditional, spiritual
doesn’t mean that something is impossible.
choristry meets a more or less earthly institution that, like the church, delivers judgenos Aires. In Ant Hampton and Tim Etchells’ The Quiet Volume, ments on good and evil. “Courts are often such grand and impostwo visitors sit side by side in the reading room of a library. For al- ing places that you feel a bit like a criminal every time you go into
most an hour, instructions are whispered to them via headphones. one,” says Kaegi. “But in Zurich they look more like schoolhouses,
They read, flick through books or listen to the restless silence. The and the proceedings are a bit like sitting down with the head of the
performance takes place in their heads, and the other library us- family to solve a problem.” Arias is looking forward to the next
ers are oblivious to it. The participants are both performers and stages: “What is interesting about repeating the project at another
spectators. At first glance, the logistics of organizing the piece ap- location is the process of recontextualization: you learn a lot about
pear simple: just an MP3 player and some books. But in fact it is each city you’re dealing with.” The curators have fond memories
normally forbidden to take books into the reading room of the Na- of the festival in Argentina. “It was nice to see the audiences
tional Library in Buenos Aires, where only photocopies are allowed. making the festival their own,” says Arias. “In the shopping centre,
Hampton and Etchells had to obtain special permission to stage we issued people with headphones and then gave the command to
their piece as planned.
dance. Everybody joined in. And when a security man tried to stop
one of the participants, he said: ‘Why? I’m not breaking the law!’”
Meeting the hotel ghosts
Kaegi adds: “For many it was a new experience to see the public
For Kaegi, the festival is a theatre that is not so much site-specific space as something that is not just dirty, noisy and dangerous but
as situation-specific. “We incorporate the local context into the also spectacular and worth exploring.”
pieces,” he explains. Lola Arias’ Chambermaids is a typical example. Every time you pass through the glass door into the lobby of a
hotel, anywhere in the world, the same rules apply. “But if you stay
at the Hotel Ibis in Buenos Aires you have to cross the Plaza del
Congreso and you are constantly reminded of what the Argentine
people are unhappy about,” says Lola Arias, as teachers demonstrate for better pay outside in the square. “In the performance, the
chambermaids talk about the demonstrations.” Arias is looking for
answers to the question: who are the ghosts who clean our hotel
rooms, and whom we never see? “At first the maids couldn’t understand what was supposed to be interesting about their lives,”
she remembers. “But then they joined in enthusiastically.” The
Ciudades Paralelas runs from 26 May to 3 June in
women clean five hotel rooms an hour. The visitor keeps pace with Warsaw and from 23 June to 3 July in Zurich.
them and looks at five rooms, in each of which one of the maids www.ciudadesparalelas.com and www.prohelvetia.ch
talks about her life.
Karen Naundorf is a correspondent for the Weltreporter
Patricia has brought her plants with her. Via a loudspeaker, network and works for the German-language media in
we learn that her children live with their grandparents several South America.
hundred kilometres away. Patricia has not seen them for two years; Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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ultural exchange is often viewed as a diplomatic trans- The Paris Exposition of 1889 shrank the Earth to the distance
action between two states, with the host country play- between the Trocadéro and the Champ de Mars. The aim was to
ing the active role. The Goethe Institutes, the United render tangible not the dimensions of the planet, but rather the
States Information Agency, the Instituts Français and density of its diversity.1
their Swiss counterparts around the world are organYet a postcolonial “cunning of reason” – to borrow Hegel’s exizations that allow the host nation to foster its reputation for global pression – was already at work here. The world fair was a laboraopenness and promote its (self) image.
tory for a gradual subversion of the frontiers between self-apThere is one platform for international cultural exchange pointed high culture and primitivity. The spectacle was designed
that over the course of its 116-year history has become a global as a showcase for French colonial power, contrasting the achieveinstitution: the Venice Biennale, which takes place for the fifty- ments of technological progress with the colonized subjects living
fourth time this year. The difference between this international in typical local dwellings and engaged in pounding corn, carving
art show and the customary forms of cultural diplomacy is that wood and dancing. But far from reinforcing the theory of an esthe exchange is at once interactive and multilateral. The host body sentially static distinction between offenders and victims, it reis content to act as the moderator of a cultural “jam session.” The vealed the extent to which the culture of the European colonial
Venice Biennale is not about pastates was itself undergoing a
ternalistic “cultural outreach,”
gradual process of creolization.
but is instead a discourse beThe westernization of the globe
tween partners and positions of
was simultaneously giving rise
equal status.
to an orientalization of the west.
It is precisely this kind of
What we have here, then, is
egalitarian transnational exa cultural “mirror stage.” The
change that Bice Curiger, the
term was coined by Jacques
Swiss Director of this year’s
Lacan to describe the transforevent, had in mind when she demation in a child’s awareness
cided to call it ILLUMInations.
of itself between the ages of six
and eighteen months that takes
Her choice of name is a gesture
of support for the traditional sysplace when it identifies its mirThe Venice Biennale, which opens in June,
tem of pavilions set up in the giror image as an entity in its own
is a bazaar for international cultural
ardini of Venice. The format is
right. During this time, the perexchange. Art historian Beat Wyss defends
nowadays regarded as outmoded,
ceived alter ego becomes the
the concept of national pavilions,
thanks to a widely shared belief
first ideal “I”, with which it naramong curators that “national”
cissistically identifies itself.2 This
which many curators regard as outdated:
concepts have little part to play
idea can usefully be transferred
they are an opportunity for aesthetic
in contemporary art.
from the individual process of
self-projection and make the Biennale a
cultural identity to the collecplatform for the world’s “mirror stage.”
The world fair as laboratory
tive. The intercultural encounIn fact, the national pavilions
ter is a mirror that displaces my
are a relic of the world fairs of
inner universe into the context
By Beat Wyss
the nineteenth century. These
of the world around me.
reached their peak with the Paris
In his 1889 essay, Bergson
Exposition Universelle of 1889 at which Charles Garnier, archi- developed the concept of a twofold “I” when he talked of a dual pertect of the Paris opera house, laid out a global history of human ception of the world. On the one hand there was “durée” – durahabitation in model form at the foot of the Eiffel Tower. The pa- tion – experienced from within, and on the other the experience
vilions of the Venice Biennale sustain the idée fixe of categorizing of myself as a body in space, reflected by the world around me and
architecture in accordance with national characteristics. At a time by others. As Bergson wrote, “Thus a second self is formed which
when European colonialism was nearing its fatal apogee and at- obscures the first.” 3 A self (“même”) becomes another (“autre”). I
tempting a precise ethnographic classification of cultural pecu- become another to myself, and I perceive myself as someone movliarities throughout the world, philosophical approaches were ing in space among others. Bergson thus fosters an idea that his
already emerging that looked ahead to the thinking of the post- contemporary Arthur Rimbaud was later to transform into the slocolonial era. In 1889, the year of the world fair, the thirty-year-old gan of subjectivist criticism with his statement “Je est un autre”
Henri Bergson published his Essai sur les données immédiates (“I is another”).
de la conscience. The time was ripe for the idea that the world
should be conceived as a sensomotoric experience in which Art as a negotiable object
movement takes centre stage while space and time, the abstract The Venice Biennale has two institutional precursors: the Parisian
categories of measurability, are downgraded to a secondary role. salon as a forum for public debate between art and criticism; and
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the world fair, the international showcase of industry, art and commerce. While the constructions erected for the fair were generally
dismantled once it was over, the site in Venice remains in place, a
fossilized reminder of a nineteenth-century competition concept.
The exhibitions of contemporary art in the giardini thus take place
amidst an archaeological site filled with relics of the modern. Under postcolonial and postnational conditions, the national pavilions appear as market stalls of aesthetic (self) assertion competing
openly with each other. They are a mirrored hall of regional selfprojection striving to achieve the recognition of others, a scenic
platform on which the world’s cultural mirror stage is played out.
The bazaar structure of the Venice Biennale enables art to be ex-

“

one’s own, as “my cultural heritage.” The ethnographic act, by contrast, defines the other from a perspective located in the blind spot
of critical self-perception. It is from this vantage point that “global
art” is viewed: by an art history that strives towards the ethnographic colonization of global culture.
Contrary to the ahistorical interpretation of “global art,” art
is based on the achievements of a society, which I term the “four
virtues of the art system”: respect for the individual, society’s appreciation of the value of labour, open trade and exchange practices, and freedom of expression.
If even one of these is absent, art is in danger and may actually be rendered impossible. These achievements have developed
over the centuries from the philosophy of
humanism, via a bourgeois economic ethic,
The intercultural encounter is a mirror that displaces my
to the politics of constitutional democracy
inner universe into the context of the world around me.
and the colonial liberation movements. As
Michel Foucault might have put it, the four
perienced as an object that has value solely as a medium of ex- virtues constitute the historical a priori of art.
The art system flourishes in the fertile soil of the Enlightenchange, just like the medium of exchange that is money. Art becomes a negotiable object. Art is not art until it has become a ment, the spirit of which is invoked by the title of the fifty-fourth
commodity in the economic and communicative sense: a tradable Biennale, ILLUMInations. The Venice bazaar conducts its cultural
good circulating freely on the market, its value determined by un- exchange in a market where, using the discourse commodity of art
censored, public discourse.
as a negotiable object, entirely different regional perspectives come
together in a global process of haggling over tolerance and human
“Global art”: ethnographically colonized global culture
rights – the “small print” of the Enlightenment.
If art history is to be truly transcultural it needs to finally break
with the habit of categorizing all handmade artefacts as “works of
art.” A comprehensive historical etymology of the word “art” is
needed. Even in the west, the word “art” in its present sense does
not occur until around 1800, inspired by the Romantics. Many of
the world’s languages were unfamiliar with the expression until it
was imported by ethnographers and archaeologists, who transformed artefacts from the colonies into “works of art” by feeding
them to western collectors via the art trade. Rather than prematurely globalizing the word “art” and its meaning, a new art history should do some comparative research, analysing the various
practices for rendering religious, social and ornamental messages
visible through the medium of crafted objects.
Discussion of “global art” is still in thrall to a naive phenomenology that claims to see the transcendental condition of art in
the mere potential for sensual experience. The human body is el- Beat Wyss is Professor of Art History and Media Theory at the
evated to the status of an anthropological constant, an ahistorical Staatliche Hochschule für Gestaltung Karlsruhe. As a
fellow at the Swiss Institute for Art Research, he
universal of human creativity. Yet in fact, the cultures of the world professorial
has been leading a research project on the history of the Venice
have widely differing traditions in which physical perception is Biennale since 2008.
morally and ethically encoded in varying ways. The experience of 1 See Beat Wyss, Bilder von der Globalisierung, Die
art is a litmus test of the way in which visual communication is Weltausstellung von Paris 1889, Berlin: Insel, 2010.
unconsciously guided by regional customs and taboos. The con- Quotations from Bergson’s essay refer to the Presses
universitaires de France edition, Paris 1927, reprinted Paris,
temporary art system is the result of a process of secularization. It Quadrige, 2005.
carries in its baggage the aesthetic philosophy of the eighteenth
2 Jacques Lacan, “The mirror stage as formative of the function
century, the western art history of the nineteenth and the mourn- of the I” (= “Le stade du miroir comme formateur de la
fonction du Je”), in Jacques Lacan and Alan Sheridan, Écrits:
ing phase of twentieth-century postcolonial analysis.
A Selection, pp. 1–7
There is a crucial distinction between the ethnological and
the historical view of artefacts: ethnology classifies the other, while 3 “Ainsi se forme un second moi qui recouvre le premier.”
history tells the story of the self. The act of historiography consists Bergson 1927, ibid., p. 103.
in the sub-jectivization of a past that is now being discovered as Translated from the German by Geoffrey Spearing
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he day I visit, the Pro Helvetia office seems part field thought is to still their hunger for consumer goods, in an uninhospital, part kindergarten. Artist Jason Kahn is there hibited and clangorous fashion in direct proportion to their previwith his wife and three children, one of them on the ous deprivation. But can this massive cohort be won over to the
floor with paper and markers, the youngest dandled more restrained pleasures of cultural reflexion, mediated through
on the arm of Pro Helvetia staffer Sadaf Raza, while the vision of a little Central European country, to boot? “Naturally
Puneet Kumar, chauffeur and factotum, prepares tea in the small we cannot cast our net too wide,” says Grover, with almost Helvetic
kitchen for the visitors and the four-woman team headed by Chan- modesty. “Switzerland is a small country, after all, and its internadrika Grover.
tional image, whether culturally or economically, does not target
Grover, who has run the New Delhi branch of Pro Helvetia mass consumer taste. What’s more, our restricted budget dictates
since it was founded five years ago, emerges from her office to greet a selective strategy, with regard both to cultural offerings and to
potential audiences.”
me, her limp the result of a bite
on her foot. It is hard to imagOf course, Grover stresses,
ine how she has made it all the
they also don’t want to appeal
way to the second floor. Her
exclusively to a small audience
wound was indirectly caused by
that speaks English and inKahn’s objets d’art: during the
dulges in a cosmopolitan taste
fireworks display at the recent
for global culture. In order to
festival of Diwali, a tremendous
avoid creating an elite ghetto,
explosion outside her house
the Swiss Arts Council in India
shattered the windshield of her
concentrated from the outset
car and caused her dog to take
not on readymade offerings,
momentary leave of his senses,
but rather on producers and
running wildly in circles before
promoters. “I consider my misattaching himself to her leg.
sion accomplished when I am
During his stay as artist in
able to give Swiss artists the opresidence in Delhi, Kahn reportunity to encounter India in
corded a variety of sounds and
all of its manifestations.” So innoises, which he then comstead of focusing on representPro Helvetia opened its India office five years
bined to create an acoustic
ative events she places her emspace in his installations. For
phasis on the artists’ physical
ago. What began as cultural exchange
this particular work he quizzed
presence: whether working on
featuring traditionally “best-selling” exports
the Indian capital’s inhabitants
a theatrical production, a muhas since developed into a wide range
on their favourite sounds. He
sical performance or a visual
of artistic joint ventures and a dense network
is also showing an alreadyinstallation, and often as a recompleted installation at the
cipient of a residency grant.
of partnerships, and the office has
Crafts Museum. Visitors who
Her second concern, she says,
made a name for itself with its willingness
have sought refuge there from
is doing the same for Indian
to experiment and taste for risk.
the traffic’s roar outside do not
artists and curators, whether
realize at first that the buzzing
they are working with Swiss
noise over their heads comes
artists in India on a local proBy Bernard Imhasly
from 50 small transistor radios
ject or getting to know Switzerhanging from the ceiling. The
land up close and personal durcity’s acoustic invasion at first
ing a residency there.
prevents visitors from attuning themselves to another, quieter She can certainly be proud of her work so far. An initial dozen prospace – until they gaze upward and register the unassuming in- jects annually has since swelled to 30, distributed across a respectstallation, fittingly entitled “In the Air”.
able range of cultural forms. She began in 2007 with a certain restraint, featuring traditional “best-sellers” such as Hugo Loetscher,
More than just an enabler
Paul Giger and Pierre Favre, Bollywood films in Bern, chamber
Pro Helvetia’s Delhi office positions itself as a little island in the music, Le Corbusier’s iconic work in Chandigarh and shows of
booming polyphony of India’s more than one billion inhabitants. classic Swiss design. But with the joint performance of percussionWhen the office was founded five years ago, India was at the height ists Lucas Niggli and Karthik Mani, the programme soon took off
of an economic emancipation. Over the past 20 years a new, urban on a maiden voyage of mutual discovery. The new concept was to
middle class has arisen from the ashes of a decades-old repressive prove fruitful in years to come, as for instance when theatre direcstate policy in which poverty was basically foreordained. Today, this tor Denis Maillefer or comics artist Andrea Caprez spent time in
new class comprises some 300 to 400 million people, whose first Delhi. A strategy was emerging: a refusal to be limited to the role

Bernese
Dialect in
Pune – amid
the Traffic’s
Roar
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hundred-odd projects over the past five years has been a cooperative venture – with Indian partners (who for the most part do not
contribute funding) or with other foreign institutes, mainly the
big three. Her closest collaboration, says Grover, is with the Goethe Institutes. And while this certainly may be chalked up to shared
language, it is also thanks to Germany’s strategy of avoiding any
overtly political slant to its cultural involvement and pursuing
dialogue instead, not only with its host country but with other
friendly institutions as well.
It is joint ventures of this sort that help Grover overcome her
greatest handicap, the sparseness of her budget and infrastructure,
A surprising image of Switzerland
and spread her resources as far as they will go. The Goethe InstiIn the meantime the Delhi office has also become known for its tute, like the Alliance Française and the British Council, has
outgoing style, its taste for experimentation and risk. Heiko Siev- branches in big towns in addition to the five Indian megacities.
ers, head of South Asia’s Goethe Institutes, confirms that his Swiss When in December of 2010 eight poets from the UK, France, Switcounterpart has in five years created “an image of Switzerland that zerland and India appeared in Pune, the British Council provided
is surprising for many Indians: of a country marked by openness local organization, and the event was held in the garden of the Aland a willingness to criticize itself, by intellectual courage and a liance Française. “In Pune, as in many other cities in India,” says
love of dialogue.” Sievers attributes this accomplishment of Pro Grover, listing Hyderabad, Jaipur, Chennai, Lucknow, Ahmedabad
Helvetia’s Delhi office among other things to the fact that, unlike and Trivandrum as examples, “our presence depends on such
the Alliance Française and the British Council, the Swiss Arts collaboration. And thus it enables us to loosen the strangle hold of
Council is not perceived as a branch of its home country’s local the big cities, Delhi, Mumbai and Bangalore. My goal is to reach
embassy. Indirectly, therefore, the Delhi office does its part in a 15 additional medium-sized cities.”
“public diplomacy” campaign for Switzerland, precisely because it
Furthermore, co-funding by several institutes enables the ofdoes not demonstratively wave the Swiss flag. Indeed, the Delhi fice to realize projects that would otherwise be beyond its reach.
office of Pro Helvetia carries out its programming with complete This is especially the case for major events such as Attakkalari, the
autonomy from the Swiss Embassy there.
International Dance Biennial in Bangalore, a technically demandThere are nice noises to be heard from other culture profes- ing proposition for which the Goethe Institute and Pro Helvetia
sionals in India as well. Meera Menezes, art journalist and curator, have developed a fruitful collaboration and won the participation
believes that after just five years in New Delhi the Pro Helvetia of- of such artists as Esther Suter, Nicole Seiler and Philippe Saire. Atfice is catching up with the big international cultural institutions takalari demonstrates that the greatest effect can be reached with
there – especially when it comes to the visual arts, where the office the relevant local cultural partners. Jayachandran, the initiator of
has found a happy medium between less spectacular support for the dance festival, is full of praise for the “creative and focused”
contribution that Switzerland, not a classic
home of dance, can make. “Thanks to the
In order to avoid creating an elite ghetto, the Swiss
Pro Helvetia network, Grover was able to
bring young choreographers to Bangalore
Arts Council in India concentrated from the outset not
not only from Switzerland but from South
on readymade offerings, but rather on producers and
Africa and the Arab world as well.” Parallel
promoters.
to the festival Nicole Seiler held a master
class, while dance journalist Esther Straub
individual artists, and initiatives with public appeal. She names as offered a workshop on outreach in the field – “interventions of
examples the office’s commitment to the Indian Art Summit and paramount importance for India.” Nevertheless, cooperating with
its co-sponsorship of the Skoda Prize, which bids fair to become a local organizations can also make one dependent on them. In
key index of young artistic talent. For her part, artist Archana Pune, for instance, the British Council was unable – despite a
Hande appreciates the open, unstructured form of the Swiss resi- strong local presence – to attract more than two dozen spectators
dencies. “You are not stressed to be productive,” she says, but cau- from the large pool constituted by this “Oxford of the East” (the
tions that one can also have too much of a good thing: in Switzer- city numbers over 300,000 students) to an evening of poetry.
land she was more or less left to fend for herself.
Still, especially when it comes to literature, collaboration
makes sense, particularly between the German and the French repCollaborating with the Goethe Institute, the Alliance
resentatives. A year ago Pro Helvetia’s Delhi office joined the GoeFrançaise and the British Council
the Institute and the Austrian Embassy in offering a “Lange Nacht
If the Swiss Arts Council’s Indian office is mentioned in the same der Literatur” (Long Night of Literature) as a follow-on to the
breath as those of its bigger European neighbours, this is due in Jaipur Literary Festival. When the event took place a second time
no small measure to those latter. Virtually every one of the office’s in 2011, its success emboldened the Pro Helvetia team to embark
of enabler, and the will to initiate further collaborative artistic projects, perhaps by including partners from other countries in which
Pro Helvetia maintains an office, as far away as South Africa and
Poland. Caprez even got a publication out of her stay: her book
When Kulbushan met Stöckli, which had favourable reviews in
both India and Switzerland. “What I am happiest about, looking
back,” says Grover, “are links like those, and how they suddenly
give rise to a network of new and unexpected relationships between
members of the cultural scenes in various countries, between Pro
Helvetia offices, between festivals.”

“
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on a “Longue Nuit” with the French. Of course English, India’s
leading “link language”, also figures in Grover’s plans. She is
clearly proud of the agreement she recently reached with Seagull
Books in Kolkata for the translation of eight to ten works by Swiss
authors, including their distribution not only in India but across
the entire English-speaking world market.
Both India and Switzerland are multilingual countries, and
the most striking collaborations between the two nations take the
form of events that focus on this fact. The eight poets who read in
Pune, for instance, made this very linguistic plurality the focus of
their performance, proving throughout the course of the evening
that they were capable of dialogue despite these hurdles: indeed,
that such a dialogue can explore their differences and build bridges
across them. The eight, among them Bernese rapper and poet
Raphael Urweider, had previously spent ten days at a workshop in
Pondicherry, reading and translating each other’s work, so by the
time of the Pune soirée, which followed their début in Chennai,
they were well warmed up and ready to play linguistic catch – and
to make their smallish audience forget the cold winter smog they
had fled. They even managed to drown out the noise of car motors
and the constant tooting of horns outside, not by turning up the
volume on their loudspeakers, but simply with their sonorous
wordplay in Bernese Highland dialect, Gaelic and Tamil. Jason
Kahn would have loved it.

From San Francisco
to Shanghai:
Pro Helvetia’s branch
offices
Pro Helvetia’s chief mandate is to disseminate and promote
Swiss culture abroad, in which pursuit the liaison offices and
cultural centres the Arts Council maintains around the world
are a key instrument. The Centre culturel suisse in Paris,
founded in 1985, was the Swiss Arts Council’s first foray
abroad. It was soon followed by a liaison office in Cairo, established in 1988, and, after the fall of the Iron Curtain,
branches in Cracow, Prague, Bratislava and Budapest swelled
the ranks of Switzerland’s cultural ambassadors. (The Polish
office has since been moved to Warsaw, while the others
closed after a few years.) In 1998 Pro Helvetia enhanced its
activities in southern Africa with the foundation of a liaison
office in Cape Town, and embarked on its maiden voyage to
Asia by opening offices in New Delhi (2007) and Shanghai
(2010). It showcases Swiss culture and promotes exchange
elsewhere by means of mandates contracted out to the Istituto Svizzero in Rome, the Swiss Institute in New York and
swissnex San Francisco.
While the cultural centres in Paris, Rome and New York
lend their premises as venues for events and exhibitions, the
liaison offices function as brokers of culture, regional networks bringing together Swiss artists and their international
counterparts. Pro Helvetia staffs its offices abroad almost exclusively with local employees, who in turn develop networks
of regional partnerships. They identify cultural institutions
interested in lasting exchange with Switzerland, join them in
developing programmes, and afford Swiss artists the opportunity to garner fresh experience in new markets. To ensure
that such exchanges are mutually rewarding, artists from the
various host countries have the opportunity to develop a network of contacts in Switzerland by way of residencies and
joint projects.
Pro Helvetia’s network is subject to regular review and
adapted to meet new requirements as they arise. Although its
Warsaw branch is almost certainly slated to be wound up, the
Arts Council has set itself the goal of establishing offices in
Russia and Latin America by 2020.
In addition to staging exhibitions at its offices abroad, Pro
Helvetia’s international engagements include financial assistance for cultural projects developed by foreign artists, focused
promotional campaigns, and the organization of national programmes.

www.prohelvetia.in
Bernard Imhasly was South Asian correspondent of the
Neue Zürcher Zeitung from 1991 to 2007, stationed
in Delhi. He worked previously for the Swiss Diplomatic
Corps and taught at the University of Zurich.

For information see www.prohelvetia.ch/offices-abroad

Translated from the German by Rafaël Newman
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picture: a young curator based in Johannesburg is ing: “…instead of creating art, many artists on the African contiapproached to co-organize a residency and exhibi- nent must spend a disproportionate amount of time, energy and
tion project involving a number of European and resources filling in application forms and desperately trying to reSouth African artists. She is partnered with a Euro- spond to ever-changing fads and policies […]. We can keep dresspean colleague, a minor eminence in his home ing up the unlimited power of the donors […] in the fancy lancountry. The project is financed by a European embassy and a guage of ‘partnership’, ‘empowerment’ or even ‘international
number of institutions in the European country in question. Well friendship’. These words won’t mask the brutality of the encouninto the project – which involves intensive site-specific engage- ter between those who have money and resources but hardly any
ment with each context – the (substantially older) European good or useful ideas and those who have some good ideas but
co-curator explains through
hardly any money…”*
an interpreter that he will
Mbembe argues that
not actually be able to come
this unhappy state of affairs
to Johannesburg because
is exacerbated by the fact that
he “does not like poor peodomestic policies and fundple and animals”. The intering frameworks within Africa
preter chokes on the words,
have largely replicated a perbut the curator’s position is
nicious ideology propagated
tacitly accepted by the proby the system of international funding: a stultifying
ject’s European funders,
and the South African curamythology of African creative
tor is forced to swallow it.
work and expression has
Although it seems like
been perpetuated and proa grotesque caricature, this
moted alongside a neo-coloanecdote is illustrative of
nial notion of “culture and
the ways in which imbaldevelopment” in which the
arts are crudely instrumenances in money and power
can coerce artistic intention
talized in the service of social
in north-south funding reand economic development.
A considerable amount of the cultural
lationships and exchanges.
“We have to realize,” he
exchange carried out in Africa is financed by the
writes, “that culture is not
countries of the industrialized north,
“Myriad forms
[merely] another form of
not the best conditions for collaboration among
of humiliation and
‘service delivery’. It is the way
indignity”
equals. Charges of neo-colonialism and
human beings imagine and
Historically, funding for
engage their own futures.
the instrumentalization of African culture
culture in Africa and exWithout this dimension of
have recently provoked stormy debate. South
changes between north and
futurity and imagination, we
African researcher and arts manager
south have been predicated
can hardly write a name we
Joseph Gaylard spoke to various players in the
on the financial muscle of
can call ours or articulate
the north. At one end of the
a voice we can recognize
world of culture and comes to some surprising
spectrum, the Zimbabwean
as our own.”
conclusions.
Culture Fund estimates
Mbembe also takes isthat 60 % of all grant fundsue with what he calls the
By Joseph Gaylard
ing for culture in Zimbabwe
“miserable, comic fiction”
comes from Sweden alone.
of the cultural-diplomatic
At the other end of the specframework within which he
trum, international funding accounts for approximately 10–15 % argues much of this finance is secured. Many practitioners have
of grant funding for culture in South Africa, the largest economy also had direct experience of the contradictions that exist between
on the continent. These are circumstances that have arguably the international cultural programmes of donor countries (often
generated a number of negative implications for the achievement financed under the rubric of “cultural diplomacy”) and the rightof healthy and equal working relationships between the two ward shift in domestic immigration policies, as well as the general
spheres. The most vociferous critic of this situation has in recent treatment of those identified as ”foreigners”, in European countimes been Achille Mbembe, a leading African intellectual origi- tries – new arrivals as well as second and third-generation citizens.
nally from Cameroon, now based in South Africa. In a recent in- Indeed, many black African artists who have passed through Euterview, he railed against the “myriad forms of humiliation and ropean airports have experienced the sharp tip of this particular
indignity” visited upon African recipients of international fund- iceberg.

Eye to Eye?
Cultural
Exchange
between North
and South
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“not succumbing to the logic of emergencies” that he sees as underpinning much funding for creative work in Africa, and which
conceives Africa as a mortally ill patient in need of expert attention from the north.

On the other hand, this conflation of the funding policies and intentions of northern cultural agencies with wider political shifts
in their countries perhaps involves an over-simplification of a
more complex reality. While there is undoubtedly a movement to
the right underway across Europe (and increasingly in North
America as well), the majority of these agencies came into being
in the context of leftward-leaning social democracies. Indeed,
many are now facing substantial budgetary cuts, and are having
to find ever-more novel ways in which to lobby with their own governments in the name of international partnership and exchange
in the field of culture.

“

Determine expectations in advance

Mbembe is not however alone in his critique, and funders have
become increasingly sensitive to the kinds of questions raised
here. In the context of an evaluation of a Dutch exchange and partnership programme, Mike van Graan, the Secretary General of the
Arterial Network (a pan-African cultural network), draws attention to the anxieties that arise on both sides of cultural partner“Development” tailored to African exigencies
ships between north and south. “Do beneficiaries,” he wonders,
Farai Mpfunya, the director of the Zimbabwean Culture Fund, a “dependent on such funding, disempower themselves by conformlocally run non-profit organization that manages some USD 1 mil- ing to the ideas of participants from the north for fear of losing
lion worth of Swedish funding annually, provides a moderated and such funding, or travel opportunities to the north? […] Do Dutch
nuanced picture of how this situation has worked itself out in the colleagues refrain from raising their concerns about issues for fear
Zimbabwean context: “Mbembe’s position resonates [with] ele- of being regarded as patronizing or neo-colonial, and so, rather
ments of the culture and development discourse in Zimbabwe but than deal with the issues, wait for the project to end, never to refails to capture many undocumented efforts by some Africans to turn? Are they clear about what they would like to get out of the
self-determination within north-south relationships.”
project, and what levels of responsibility they would like the partWhile the money that sustains the Culture Fund is Swedish, ner from the south to have? Are they able to express their misgivMpfunya argues that the fund is a distinctively African fund for ings about their partners’ ability to deliver on their expectations,
culture. This is partly a function of its being governed and man- and to take the necessary corrective action mid-way through a
aged by Africans for Africans, but also of the manner in which the project?” These perspectives all in different ways point to the
fund came into being: “[The fund] was born out of the culture sec- larger question of what the prospects – and the possible conditor’s interrogation of north-south relationships in the develop- tions – for building healthier relationships between north and
ment sphere. This interrogation started as early as the 1980s. The south in the field of culture might be: what Mbembe calls spaces
sector sought a model of funding where Zimbabweans could of “mutuality, recognition and respect”.
define what development meant in their own context as well as
On a quite practical level, Van Graan provides some useful
how [to identify] African intellectual property or how ideas to in- pointers on how shifts in north-south relationships might be effected by cultural actors in both contexts
paying more attention and care to the proCulture is not merely a service”, says Achille Mbembe,
cess through which such partnerships are
“but a platform for new ideas and visions;
negotiated into being. Establishing clarity
about what each partner can bring to the
and if these visions are suppressed, we will never be
relationship, and what each expects to get
able to speak in our own voice.
from it, and how the mechanics of power
and decision-making will be exercised
vest in could be realized. It took a couple of decades to find a part- within projects, are key issues that are seldom explicitly disner willing to [participate] in this kind of model… The language cussed, let alone resolved, amid the excitement of initiating new
of mutual benefit and respectful partnership is very much main- projects and ideas. And yet such principles and procedures – fastreamed, partly as a result of the revolutionary ideals of the miliar within development planning frameworks, though seldom
founding fathers of Zimbabwe and an acceptance of sections of the applied with any degree of rigour – are unlikely to be sufficient in
north that they also benefit by engaging the south.”
mitigating the inequities and imbalances that frame relationships
Ntone Edjabe, an avowedly transnational cultural practi- of this kind.
tioner, has mounted one of the most sustained and diverse inquiries into the problems and possibilities of culture in contemporary The south must take responsibility
Africa through an extraordinary variety of projects across the con- Responsibility for more fundamental change must, however, lie
tinent, including the online and print magazine Chimurenga. Ed- to a significant degree with cultural actors in the south, in advojabe describes the experience of having to “navigate the cesspit” cating and driving the development and shaping of meaningful
of international funding in finding ways to finance Chimurenga, domestic cultural policies and associated institutions, agencies
as the scope and ambition of what was an initially self-funded pro- and support mechanisms for creative practitioners that would
ject grew. In his view, the magazine has managed to retain an in- place them on a more equal footing with their northern counterdependence and editorial integrity, which has crucially involved parts in such negotiations. In this vein, prominent South African

”
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writer and curator Khwezi Gule notes that in most African coun- While South African companies are systematically penetrating the
tries the inherited colonial infrastructure for culture “was de- rest of the continent and its markets, and exploiting its resources,
signed among other things for the extraction of wealth and not so the impression has been created within a broad cross-section of
much for the development of the population”. Out of this flows the South African public that the rest of Africa represents a drain
the need for a radical reimagining of structures and institutions whose relevance and
I think the … interactions that have been canonized as
meaning is questionable, but which nevertheless eke out a continued twilight exist‘south-south’ could be useful here. The role of new
ence simply because they are physically
economic powers like China and Brazil, for instance. To
present.
identify alternative sources of funding and support – and
In a complementary way, Edjabe
not always ride on western guilt. Ntone Edjabe
points to the need for greater cohesion and
new levels of cooperation among actors in
the south: “In terms of ways out, I think
we’ve only started to make sense of the 3rd world project (free on the country’s wealth, rather than being seen as offering a difrom the paranoia of the cold war) and I think the kind of … in- verse set of creative, cultural and intellectual resources that can
teractions that have been canonized as ‘south-south’ could be use- aid the reimagining of South Africa’s own social and cultural fabful here. The role of new economic powers like China and Brazil, ric. These are attitudes that also permeate our institutions for culfor instance. To identify alternative sources of funding and sup- ture, which, for example, generally preclude non-South Africans
port – and not always ride on western guilt. In many ways this is from benefitting from government investment in culture. The dethe opportunity of South Africa but to reach it you have to [be] velopment of south-south partnerships and networks that avoid
free from the ‘petit-blanc’ mindset.”
some of the problems of north-south cooperation outlined above
would represent a significant step forward for the arts sector, in
A lack of political will
both South Africa and the continent as a whole.
The potential for Africans to take up a less abject position, one involving dynamic transnational sharing and the movement of
ideas, people and projects across the continent, should help to
strengthen rather than preclude possibilities for a mutually meaningful relationship between north and south and redraw the plans
for such partnerships. Indeed, much of the work of the Dutchfunded Arts Collaboratory programme, for example, is currently
focused on stimulating and promoting the development of networks and projects among partners in the south.
Both of the preceding points beg the question of where the
resources for this general approach would come from on a continent that accounts for approximately 15 % of the world’s population, but only 2.5 % of its gross domestic product. In fact, all three
of Africa’s largest economies – South Africa, Egypt and Nigeria –
arguably have the capacity to support investment in culture at a
regional level in a way that could serve as a precedent for other
forms of transnational cooperation among states in Africa.
The major challenge here lies crucially in the realm of political imagination and will, and not so much in the absolute availability of resources. For example, in 2008/9 the National Lottery
Distribution Trust Fund in South Africa only managed to disburse
18 % of a total pool of roughly EUR 100 million available for the
arts, culture and heritage. While nowhere near the scale of funding for culture in Europe and North America, the imaginative and *“Art & Development”: Interview mit Achille Mbembe conducted
thoughtful deployment of these kinds of resources in a transna- by Vivian Paulissen, in Art South Africa. Opinions that Matter,
autumn 2010.
tional context could effect a sea change in the arts in the Southern African region, and potentially farther afield on the continent Joseph Gaylard is the Director of the Visual Arts Network of
South Africa, an organization involved in research, networking
as well. The “petit-blanc” mindset that Edjabe alludes to – the in- and lobbying as well as in projects that explore new approaches
ternalized oppression that contaminates the South African per- to contemporary arts practice in an African context. He has
independent practice as a writer, researcher and collaborator
ception of the wider African context – remains perhaps the great- an
on creative projects, with a particular interest in experimental
work in the public realm.
est obstacle to such an initiative.
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t’s a wintry Tuesday afternoon in Lucerne, and as a giant red
plastic blow-up house is inflated outside the Culture and
Convention Centre a passerby wonders what the Chineselooking object might be. “Art,” answers a technician at work
on the electrical apparatus. The monstrosity, entitled “The
Container”, is a joint creation of Swiss artist Sandra Kunz and her
Chinese colleague Yang Jian: “Container” because the wobbly
structure contains an upside-down Matterhorn, whose peak, hanging from the ceiling, is the first thing that meets the eye when you
enter the interior. Oh, and the air pressure inside is also variable.
The structure occasionally seems to be about to slump down, before it rights itself again – as if it were breathing.
The piece has travelled a long way. It was shown in 2008 at the
Zendai Museum of Modern Art in Pudong-Shanghai, in 2009 in
Xiamen, and in 2010 as part of the Swiss Pavilion at the Shanghai
World Expo, before making its way to Basel. Sandra Kunz herself
came to China for the first time in
2006 as part of a six-month artistin-residence programme, and has
since divided her time more or
less equally between Switzerland
and China.

insisted on a new version. Her Chinese counterpart, however, was
embarrassed by the social complications, such as the risk of appearing stubborn and antagonizing people.
The two artists also observe that their work is received differently. The combination of red building and white mountain often
reminds Swiss visitors of their country’s flag, while for Chinese the
colour red is emblematic of good luck or the Communist Party.
Jian has also noted that many viewers from his country don’t see
installations of this kind as art at all, since such things are a recent
phenomenon in China. “They tend to think of a ceremony or a reception of some kind.”
Resilient illusions

A key figure in cultural exchange between Switzerland and China
is Hans J. Roth, former consul general in Hong Kong. Kunz recalls
that he initially sought to curb her enthusiasm for China, which
astonished her. In the interim,
however, she has come to understand him, since idealization can
all too easily mutate into disappointment or aggression. “The
two cultures are very different,
and the first thing one needs to
Home seen from abroad
do is to accept that,” he conWhen asked about culture shock,
cludes. Even with the best intenStrange smells, unusual food, inappropriate
Kunz has no stories to tell of distions, Chinese opera and calliggestures: cultural exchange does
concerting encounters abroad,
raphy are hard for a European to
not take place between institutions, but
understand.
but talks instead about her return
between individuals. Artists, writers
home following her first stay in
“Modern art, on the other
China, when she noticed to her
hand, in which points of shared
and theatre professionals from China and
perplexity how strange Switzerinterest might be easier to find, is
Switzerland report on their experience
land had become in her eyes. It
still quite elitist in China, rewith the other – on illusions, creative
was a paradoxical homesickness:
served to the few.” For Roth it is
stimulation, and stumbling blocks.
important that artists who come
she wanted nothing so much as
to return to her apartment in Xiato China stay for some time. “Our
men as fast as possible. “As an artillusions are resilient. They resist
By David Signer
ist you think you know where you
reality quite well for the first few
belong,” she says. “But it’s only
months.” Europeans in China ofwhen you have been exposed to a foreign society that you are truly ten have a hard time with the lack of free space, and feel hemmed
in, while Chinese visitors to the West often have trouble with the
confronted with your own cultural and social roots.”
She was already good friends with the young Chinese artist sudden autonomy expected of them there, and feel frightened and
Yang Jian when they took on the challenging “Container” project. alone.
“The house was actually too big for us,” she says with a laugh.
If, however, it is possible to find a balance between idealizaThere were plenty of problems, to do with production, organiza- tion and culture shock, says Roth, it will often trigger enormous
tion and finances. “Artists are accustomed to working on their creativity, since “artists in particular need to expose themselves to
own, independently. Cooperation would have been tricky with unfamiliar environments.” Roth finds that artists participating in
another Chinese artist as well,” notes Jian. Kunz works according exchange programmes tend to be somewhat egocentric and erto plan, punctually and with precision, he says; he himself is more ratic. He wishes for more openness on their part, and a readiness
of an improviser. Kunz agrees. “When we come to a hurdle we try to communicate and to compromise. “If one really opens up to anto remove it. Chinese people look for a way around it.”
other society, it can lead as a matter of course to rethinking one’s
When carelessness during production left the plastic house own views.”
An example of this process is Christian Vetter. Born in 1970
with black spots, the organizer suggested that the artists paint the
dark patches over to make them look like bricks. Jian was ready to in Zurich, the artist spent six months in an outer district of Beijing
do so, but Kunz was completely against the idea. She saw no rea- in 2007. “It was a fairly liberal phase, before the Olympic Games,
son to change the original design just because of a mistake, and and I was surprised how ‘western’ and ‘normal’ everything was,”

Home Away
from Home
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he remembers. “It took time for me to discover the differences. Today I know that I could live there for ten years, become fluent in
the language and be acculturated – and I would still remain a foreigner.” Looking back he realizes that his sojourn represents an
undeniable turning point in his life. “My work took a 180-degree
turn, from figurative to abstract, from colour to black-and-white.”
Not because China had such an influence on him though; if anything the opposite: “I became aware of my Europeanness. I was
content to be a European.” What made the period so productive
for him was not so much the proximity to China as the distance
from his homeland, “the experience of feeling completely foreign.”
It’s all about connections
“Cultural exchange does not take place between institutions, but
between individuals,” says Beijing theatre director Cao Kefei, who
together with Swiss dramaturge Mats Staub created Der rundere

“

It’s only when you have been exposed to a foreign
society that you are truly confronted with your own
cultural and social roots.
Mond (“The Rounder Moon”), a piece about Chinese women married to Swiss men. She finds the expression “an exchange between
Switzerland and China” far too abstract, broad and diffuse. “I prefer to begin with the small and concrete,” she says. After all, differences are manifest first and foremost as direct physical experience
(which is of course conducive to work in the theatre), in the form
of strange smells, unusual food, uncertainty about greeting rituals, inappropriate gestures. “When it comes to such close collaboration as between Mats Staub and his troupe of lay actors telling
their own stories on stage,” Kefei concludes, “confrontation between the most diverse of people is a challenge; it means getting
to know not only the other but also yourself, from a variety of facets, which wouldn’t be possible under normal circumstances.
Working together also means making compromises. But although
I feel a certain regret that my own vision of the production has not
entirely won out, regret is always also a spur to further creativity.”
Ana Roldán offers a rather more sobering assessment. Originally from Mexico and now based in Zurich, the artist spent eight
months in the southern Chinese town of Kunming in 2008. Looking back, she says hardly anyone understood her work, since conceptual art of the kind Roldán makes is evidently quite unknown
there even among members of the cultural world. In addition, she
notes, “it is a very closed society, where everything is based on having connections.” She found people generally rather unfriendly,
and as a woman and a Mexican to boot she often felt at a double
disadvantage. Things only brightened up when she went to Beijing
and Shanghai, where she came in contact with an internationallyoriented scene.

Take the case of Yves Netzhammer, who in 2008 presented his work
“The Subjectivisation of Repetition” as part of the Synthetic Times
show at the National Art Museum of China (NAMOC) in Beijing.
Like most other artists from the west showing there, he too
weighed the political pros and cons of exhibiting in a country like
China. He tried to anticipate ways to react to censorship or cancellation. “We assumed that NAMOC as an official institution would
exclude art that was critical of the system – although of course we
didn’t have any actual information to that effect,” recalls Netzhammer. “We faced a lot of uncertainty. Could you for instance openly
ask your Chinese colleagues what censorship is like?”
What he found most striking in his encounters with the Chinese: “On the one hand, everything requires much more time –
and people are willing to take it. Their communication is more
cryptic, less direct than ours. On the other hand, in China artists
in particular are extremely goal-oriented. Their will to unconditional success makes them much less hesitant and roundabout than we are.” He also
found it hard to gauge how his work was received by the Chinese. For instance, did the
cruelty to animals that plays a role in some
of his art seem more harmless than it
would to European observers? On the other
hand, were they shocked by other elements not intended to disturb? Here too he remains with more questions than answers.
Writer Peter Weber, who spent two weeks in China as part of
the Foodscape programme in late 2008, is also noticeably cautious
with his assessments. “Immediate judgements by and large only
say something about the person doing the judging,” he observes,
and recalls how he once tried to discuss food with an older writer.
“We have more experience with hunger than with food,” the gentleman responded.
Incidentally, the delivery van with the material for “The Container” arrived at the Convention Centre two hours late. The driver
had taken a “short cut” en route from Bern to Lucerne, much to
the amusement of all concerned. Cultural exchange can also take
the edge off clichés such as Swiss punctuality.

”

David Signer is an ethnologist, journalist and author. He
writes for the NZZ am Sonntag newspaper and Du
magazine and is a lecturer at the University of Zurich. His
most recent publication is the novel Die nackten Inseln
(Salis Verlag).

An unconditional will to succeed
On the other hand, artists who spend only a short time in China,
for example to mount an exhibition, experience other challenges.

Translated from the German by Rafaël Newman
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“Documenting Ciudades Paralelas in photographs was an enriching
experience for me,” says photographer Lorena Fernandez. “Exploring the
tension between the documentary and the fictional is one of the most
fascinating parts of my work.”
Lorena Fernandez was born in 1974 in Argentina and lives and works in
Buenos Aires. She studied Cinematography at the Escuela Nacional de
Experimentación y Realización Cinematográfica and attended contemporary
photography workshops with Julieta Escardó and Alberto Goldenstein.
Fernandez works as a photographer and camerawoman and teaches film.
In 2008 she won the Ernesto Catena Prize for Contemporary Photography,
and has since participated in a large number of shows. Fernandez’s
publications include artist’s books, photography books and art journals. She
exhibits her art at the Foster-Catena gallery.
www.lorena-fernandez.com
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Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts Council, maintains a global network of branch offices, which serve cultural
exchange with Switzerland and support worldwide cultural contact.

Hallucinating
by the
Suez Canal
caiRo

By Lilo Weber, London – When Israeli
fighter jets attacked Egyptian airfields on 5
July 1967, triggering the Six-Day War, 14
cargo ships under the flags of eight nations
were headed north on the Suez Canal.
Theirs was to be a long journey. The freighters were ordered to halt on the Great Bitter
Lake, the salt-water basin between the
northern and southern arms of the canal
that serves ships as a lay-by. For the 14
freighters it was to become a prison when

Searching for freighters from the Six-Day War:
from the series The Bitterlake Chronicles by Uriel Orlow (detail).
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Photo: Uriel Orlow

Uriel Orlow, a Swiss artist based
in London, is drawn to the
places where world history
unfolds beyond the limelight.
He has found one in Egypt,
where he went in search
of freighters run aground
during the Six-Day War.

Photos: Henning moser (above); Ayman Hussein (below)

As we know, the conflict in the middle East
continued, time passed, the crews were
regularly relieved – and the ships remained
in their moorings. Those doing their service there had to find a way to pass the
time. In the film that Orlow shows as part
of his installation “The Short and the Long
of It” in the exhibition Hydrarchy: Power
& Resistance at Sea at London’s Gasworks
Gallery, the men can be seen engaging in
sack races and weightlifting. They organized a range of competitions and, during
the mexican Olympiad, held their own parallel Olympic Games.
Evoking the past with images
Today these images have begun to merge
The ship’s crewmen pass their time lifting weights: from the installation The Short and
together. In Orlow’s work we see men
the Long of It.
drinking aboard a ship, a boy fishing bottles out of the water, then the artist gazing
out to sea, where a ship materializes out of
the Suez Canal was subsequently closed The ships had come from Germany, Eng- the haze as a fata morgana from the past.
for eight years. The passage between the land, France, the USA, Sweden, Bulgaria, Orlow spoke to seamen in Hamburg who
Red Sea and the mediterranean was not Poland and Czechoslovakia – in other had been stationed during those years on
re-opened until 1975, following a second words, from both sides of the Iron Curtain. the Great Bitter Lake. And realized immeconflict.
“The conflict in the middle East was actu- diately that he had to go there himself. He
This is the stuff that Uriel Orlow’s art ally war by proxy,” says Uriel Orlow, “an ex- wanted to see the place and speak to people
is made of. The London-based Swiss artist tension of the Cold War. The USA was on who remembered those days. He applied
is fascinated by events that play out, as he the side of the Israelis, while the Soviet Un- for a Pro Helvetia residency in Cairo and
says, “in the shadow of world history”, in ion was allied with Nasser. And the people embarked on an intensive course in Arabic.
which he sees great potential for artistic from both sides, who were caught in the “It was obvious to me that I would get noand representational purposes. His previ- middle of the conflict, came together to where without a knowledge of the lanous installation, “Remnants of the Future” form a community. Life-long friendships guage” – or local assistance. From January
(2010), drew on his research in a ghost were established.” Orlow names the “Yel- to April of 2010 he was in residence in
town in northern Armenia. The town had low Fleet” – so-called because the desert Cairo, then again in April of this year, and
been established under mikhail Gorbachev, sand eventually drifted across the ships’ had already begun to show the results of
but remained unfinished following the col- decks – an “island of peace”. He interprets his research in Berlin and London as early
lapse of the Soviet Union. For his latest it as a heterotopia in Foucault’s sense of the as November of 2010.
work, “The Short and the Long of It”, Or- term: a site existent in reality and yet exHe was aided by an Egyptian filmlow traveled to Egypt and spent time on the cluded from society, in which that very so- maker, who negotiated for him. “That was
Suez Canal. He can no longer recall when ciety’s ideals and utopias come to life.
crucial, since so much depended on having
he first heard about the ships on the Bitter
the right connections.” The two
Lakes. most probably it was the postage
men took up residence in the
fishing village of Fayid on the
stamps that alerted him to the story.
shore of the Great Bitter Lake,
but filming and taking photoShips stranded in space and time
graphs turned out to be difficult,
When it became clear that the ships were
to remain stranded for an indefinite (read:
since the area is still a military
very long) time, their crews set about orzone.
Collecting material, talking
ganizing themselves. They founded the
Great Bitter Lake Association, shared victto eyewitnesses, listening to
uals taken from their cargo, and helped
their memories, getting his own
each other with maintenance work. And,
impressions of the site: to this exsince they were essentially administering
tent Orlow’s work resembles that
their own territory, they printed postage
of a historian or reporter. He
himself, however, does not see
stamps, which were to become collector’s
Uriel Orlow is fascinated by events that play out in
the shadow of history.
items throughout the world.
what he does as historiography,
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The exhibition The Short and the Long
of It can be seen in August at La Rada,
Locarno, and from October to November
at the FRAC Aquitaine in Bordeaux.
www.urielorlow.net and
www.prohelvetia.org.eg
Lilo Weber is a cultural journalist. She
worked for the features pages of the Neue
Zürcher Zeitung newspaper before spending
the years 2002–2010 as a freelance journalist
in London. She is currently based in
Switzerland.
Translated from the German by Rafaël
Newman

Objects That Testify to
Human Creativity
Rome

The 51 objects currently on display at the Istituto Svizzero
in Rome reveal far more than the history of design. The encounter
with simple, black, square objects of everyday use
explained by munich designer Konstantin Grcic becomes a
voyage of discovery of human creativity.

The exhibition examines the use of the black square in objects of contemporary design.
Shown here: cast-iron Tetsubin teapot.

By Eva Clausen, Rome – Design is the
creation of form, conscious shaping. The
square is the quintessence of that which is
shaped by the human mind and hand, because there is nothing comparable in nature. Other forms have correspondences
and parallels in the natural world – but not
the square. It is a milestone, if not the cornerstone of humankind, of civilization per
se. According to designer Konstanin Grcic,
it is the embodiment of the artificial, in the
positive sense of the term. It signifies the
Lo c aL T im e
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rational, creative emancipation of human
beings from their fate, a Promethean act
of geometrical precision. Design is the
youngest of the arts, and there is some hesitation about admitting it to full artistic
status – but there can be no doubt about
the primacy of artifice in design. So Grcic’s
scrutiny of design objects is not only a professional response. The specific fascination
of the exhibition is that he allows these objects their role as design, primarily their
functionality, while at the same time pre-

Photo: Salvatore Gozzo

but rather as art. He does not want to give
an account, whether in the narrative or
historical sense; instead, he aims to conjure up the past in images. “The evocation is intended to make palpable once
more something that is no longer there.
It’s a sort of hallucination.” He speaks of
the “politics of the image” and its use in
a critique of traditional historiography.
“How do we deal with history? What is
handed down? And why are certain
events hushed up, or treated at best in a
footnote?”
His work onsite was essential. He
went in search of traces and memories,
spoke to villagers, and spent many days
observing the ships from the shores of
the canal, which he calls “hallucinating
in situ”. Then he set about organizing the
images. He has laid out some of them on
a table at London’s Gasworks, and hung
others on the wall: photographs, postage
stamps and drawings of fish. A video marries the old and the new, yesterday and
today, footage shot by the seamen and by
the artist. It isn’t always clear what goes
where – which is part of the installation’s
hallucinatory effect. Accompanying the
film is a slide-show with intertitles, recalling events, films and songs from the
eight years in which the ships were
stranded: Jaws, student unrest in Paris,
“Give Peace a Chance”. A chronology of
events, however, is nowhere to be found.
Nor do text and image ever accord more
than coincidentally. The meaning of the
installation is a function of the whole, of
this landscape of images, reports, phrases
and associations.

senting them as works of art. Uniqueness
and mass production go hand in hand.

Photos: Salvatore Gozzo (above); markus Jans (below)

Objects in conversation
Grcic’s source of inspiration is not only
the Qa’aba, the original Islamic holy site
shaped like a cube, but also the famous
Black Square by Russian painter Kasimir
malevitch, which Grcic cites not in terms
of content, as a painting, but as a designed
entity, a presentation. malevitch first exhibited the square as a Russian icon. This
is what Grcic now does with the black
hard-top suitcase Salsa Iata by Richard
morszeck, a superb icon of the modern
world of migration. Grcic is concerned
with ways of seeing, with the perspective
that propels objects from the narrowness
of functional sufficiency into the wide
open spaces of aesthetic interaction. The
white exhibition space of the Institute is
transformed into an exemplary stage, and
Konstantin Grcic directs his production
there with a sparing and playfully light
hand. The objects – including the Diana
B side table by ClassiCon (the only object
in the exhibition designed by Grcic himself), the “I” of Helvetica, the most classical of all sans-serif fonts by max miedinger
and Eduard Hoffmann, the Vitra 03 chair
by maarten van Severen – are placed on
white plinths, hung on the walls, or displayed in glass cases. In this way Grcic
creates an alienation effect without de-

Konstantin Grcic is considered a
champion of simple design.

“The concept of the exhibition is based on the idea of
the prototype,” says Salvatore Lacagnina, the curator at the Istituto Svizzero,
because the “Roman original” exhibition will itself
be replicated several times
in other locations: it is on
display in Berlin until the
beginning of June and will
move to Warsaw in autumn. A tour of Switzerland is planned from may
onwards. Grcic shows reGrcic stages objects in a holistic performance while
respecting their individual character.
spect for the individual
character of the objects in
order to orchestrate them
tracting from the reality of things. The ob- as a whole, but the Swiss Institute, while
jects become actors in a theatrical perfor- acknowledging the individuality of the
mance that uses subtle surprise effects, works, also stresses and promotes the infor example in the suggestive combina- terdisciplinary nature of the various gention of the Book of Books with the Cubo res. In recent years there has been a greater
ashtray by Bruno munari, or the black focus on architecture, design and contemdiamond with the ChipA4 for iPad and porary art, whereas here it is precisely the
iPhone 4 by Apple. Grcic simply acts as a multiplicity of overlaps that creates a viguide, never raising a didactic index finger brant dialogue. “By creating or at least reand avoiding long-winded technical ex- maining open to flowing transitions,” as
cursions into the history of design. He al- Institute director Christoph Riedweg puts
lows the objects to speak for themselves, it, the Institute remains true to its avocaand for their beholders.
tion, which is “always to work on behalf of
cultural cooperation between Switzerland
Combining the visionary with
and Italy.”
craftsmanship
The Black2 exhibition runs until the beginning
Restraint and respect for the object are
of June at 32c Workshop/Joerg Koch in
characteristic aspects of Grcic’s profesBerlin; in October it will be on view in Warsaw
as part of Warsaw Under Construction.
sional credo. He trained as a cabinet maker
http://032c.com; www.artmuseum.pl;
and is known as an advocate of simple, nowww.istitutosvizzero.it
nonsense design. For him the drawing
Konstantin Grcic, a German industrial
board is like a workbench, and design is like
designer, is regarded as one of the most
chiselling away at a sculpture. Perhaps that
influential figures in his field. He did an
apprenticeship as a cabinet maker and then
is why he feels such a close affinity with the
studied design at the Royal College of Art in
Italian tradition in which the visionary is
London. In 1991 he founded the design office
always closely linked to craftsmanship. ItalKGID (Konstantin Grcic Industrial Design)
in munich. He has designed furniture, lamps
ian designer Vico magistretti was one of his
and accessories for numerous leading design
teachers when he was studying design at
companies. Grcic has received many prizes
for his work. His polypropylene mAYDAY lamp
the Royal College of Art in London. Achille
was inducted into the permanent collection
Castiglioni, Joe Colombo, Aldo Rossi and
of the museum of modern Art in New York in
Franco Albini were other major influences
2001.
on his career, and their work is also on disEva Clausen, born in Düsseldorf, has been
play in the exhibition. “In Italy the close
living in Rome since 1980. She studied
literature and history of art. She has been the
contact between designers and manufaccorrespondent for the arts pages of several
turers is still tremendously important,”
German newspapers since 1994.
says Grcic. So too is the role of the prototiTranslated from the German by Paul Knight
pista, the model maker, the indispensable
figure who forms the link between the creative imagination and the conveyor belt.
Lo c aL T im e
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Excursions into experimental zones: Dragos Tara produces modified sounds on his stand-up bass at the Geneva concert venue and cultural centre Usine.
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R EP oR TAGE

Unaccustomed
Worlds
of Sound
The Présences Eléctroniques festival in Geneva offered
an encounter of the rarest kind: academic
musicologists met popular tinkerers with sonic effects
and created an installation broadcast over 48 loudspeakers
featuring some very surprising sounds. A musical
bridgehead that was met with public acclaim.
by Benoît Perrier (text) and
Isabelle Meister (photos)

He actually plays the faders, those sliding
controls arranged in rows on a mixing
desk, like an instrument in their own right.
In the half-light of the Alhambra, French
composer Christian Zanési is at the controls of the acousmonium. The device, constructed by the French National Audiovisual Institute’s Groupe de recherches
musicales (Musical Research Group) and
comprising an “orchestra” of 48 speakers,
was brought over from Paris especially for
the Présences Electroniques festival. The
speakers are spread throughout the Geneva cinema, which dates back to 1920.
The Alhambra, together with the cultural
centre l’Usine, is playing host this second
weekend of December to a unique meeting
between academic electronic music and its
popular counterpart, two traditions whose
obvious links in terms of instrumentation,
inspiration and aesthetics are rarely expressed so explicitly. The mixing desk is set
R e po R tag e
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up in the middle of the audience, making
it seem like the bridge of a ship, with the
man operating it as captain.
His gestures are nimble and precise.
Mixing prerecorded material live is just as
much a performance as any piano recital.
Where do you send each sound within the
room, and at what volume? How can you
create drama for the audience with these
parameters? In playing back this music,
you must interpret it anew. Présences Electroniques is the brainchild of Christian
Zanési, Director of the Paris-based Groupe
de recherches musicales that was originally formed in 1958 by Pierre Schaeffer
and became known as the cradle of “musique concrete”. The festival aims to
promote use of the acousmonium, which
orchestrates playback on multiple channels over a variety of speakers with different acoustic properties, and to encourage
a creative, practice-oriented exchange

among users. To this end, it is placing this
experimental instrument in the hands of
musicians, both academic and popular, to
bring them closer to each other and to the
audience. This is the first time the festival
is being staged in Switzerland, supported
by Pro Helvetia and organized by the Headfun association, which is also responsible
for the Electron festival. Guests include
composer Marcus Maeder from Zurich,
dubstep genius Kode9, and respected electronic artist Monolake.
Adding everyday items into the mix
A Brother typewriter from the Sixties sits
alongside stacks of cassettes in their cases.
Deep inside an old industrial building
close to Geneva Airport, we find Vincent
de Roguin in his studio, preparing for his
solo performance at the festival. This
30-year-old Swiss artist has been making
a name for himself in experimental electronic music for ten years as an improviser
and a composer for radio and stage productions. His hard work has helped him to
forge a promising career. Having grown
up with hard metal and the prog rock of
Yes and King Crimson, de Roguin has
been a member of Geneva band Shora as
well as international experimental group
Æthenor.
We are surrounded by massed ranks
of keyboards (a Farfisa organ, a celesta, a
Roland Jupiter), an assortment of analogue
synthesizer modules, amplifiers and several Revox tape machines. It is truly a collector’s dream… de Roguin explains that
he used to own more but had a clear-out,
selling what he no longer needed and keeping only what he uses every day. “I’m always treading the line between obsession

Vincent de Roguin wants to build a bridge between psychedelic and concrete music.

and the realities of the working world,” he
says, a smile breaking through his blonde
beard.
As we discuss his work, our conversation keeps taking on an analytical slant.
We talk about the inherent relationship between “musique concrete” and everyday
life – the sound of dripping water cropping
up in an acousmatic piece, for example,
forms an integral part of the composition
but may also be perceived by the listener as
a natural sound. Indeed, the artist plays on
the grey area between abstract and found
sounds. This conceptual dimension is no
coincidence, for the musician also works
in three-dimensional media, and is thus
subject to the demand for explanation and
contextualization. He tells us more: “What

Fans of experimental
rock, art students,
musical theorists and
anyone curious
about the subject:
the audience is a
heterogeneous mix.
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we call ‘transversality’ is a reality unique
to the arts that has been culturally divided.
Some see other media as closed-off domains, but you can pursue an all-encompassing approach that takes account of
combination, juxtaposition – connecting
spaces – and the nature of artistic discourse on the real,” all links between his
musical, literary and artistic output.
I ask what he is planning for the festival. “Maybe a mixture of psychedelia and
‘musique concrète’,” he says, an immersive
offering capitalizing on the special sonic
resources at his disposal. The length of the
piece – 15 minutes – poses a challenge. He
must avoid being too minimal or, at the
other end of the scale, bombarding his audience with sounds. In any case, the piece
will be prerecorded on tape. We discuss
how his choice of recording medium is motivated by the ease with which analogue
technology can be thrown out of sync, how
it lends itself graciously to manipulation
and accident, how it “absorbs chaos”.
Lyrical organs, pounding basses
Back at the Alhambra, Christian Zanési
finishes his performance of two Etudes
from 1958 by the prolific composer Luc
Ferrari. Vincent de Roguin tinkles with his
keys and slides into place behind the mixing desk. The stage is empty. The lights go
out. Percussion sounds are heard. Is that
plastic? I imagine him in the studio. What

was he banging, and what was he banging
it with? How did he record it? How has it
been reworked? Shouting noises erupt,
then a rhythm, along with what sounds
like a radio being tuned in. The sense of
space is evocative. And then it is all over.
The gamble of letting the listener
guess whether the sounds are organic or
synthetic in origin has paid off, and the
piece appears to have struck the right balance between minimalism and sensory
overload. In the interval, the musician
claims he is happy; his performance of the
piece was the best of five to date. Next up is
Canada’s Tim Hecker. He performs on the
stage while someone from the Groupe de
recherches musicales operates the acousmonium from the middle of the room. The
set is lyrical, giving the impression of
being enshrined in the music, evoking a
cathedral of sound with gigantic, natural
organs. Australian Ben Frost comes next,
but his repeated whispers and wolf howls

“Shouting noises erupt, then a rhythm, along with
what sounds like a radio being tuned in. The sense
of space is evocative. And then it is all over.”
with breaks and syncopation that impresses the most. He did not become a key
player on the contemporary electronic
scene by accident.
A voyage to another world
The next evening, Geneva is once again
shivering, partly from the December cold
and partly with the excitement of a triumphant concert. The Alhambra resounded
to a piece by founding father Pierre Schaeffer, then to the organic techno of Childe
Grangier, who we bump into backstage,
ecstatic “like a little kid” and praising the
quality of the sound system. Marcus

Spherical
loudspeakers,
part of the
acousmonium,
seem to float in
space.

are rather disappointing. It falls to Leila,
who has worked with Björk, to wrap up the
first part of the evening armed with three
CD players, a rack of effects boxes and some
fairly brutal cut-ups.
The focus then moves to the Zoo, the
upstairs club at l’Usine, where the Geneva
Association for Electroacoustic Music has
set up a second acousmonium. The experimental reins are taken up by Dragos Tara
with his treated double bass, followed by
the theremin sounds of Therminal C. Dubstep hero Kode9 then hits the turntables
to deliver a crowd-pleasing set. The dancers are full of energy, and the basslines are
huge, but it is his unparalleled virtuosity

Maeder’s swirling sound particles transported the audience to another world, as
did the ambient meditations of Norway’s
Biosphere.
on the stage, Groupe de recherches
musicales technicians are dismantling the
acousmonium, but eight red, spherical
speakers are still in place. Seemingly suspended in mid-air, they are reminiscent of
HAL, the computer in 2001: A Space odyssey. A gangly giant with a shaved head,
wearing black Doc Martens and highwaisted trousers with a heavy belt, rushes
up to take a photo of himself amid the
equipment. Robert Henke is overjoyed. He
comes back into the room and pleads with
R e po R tag e
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Christian Zanési to invite him to Paris so
he can play with the acousmonium again.
Better known under his alias Monolake,
Henke is one of the authors of the Ableton
Live software used across the globe to create electronic music in a live performance
environment. Still enthralled, he enthuses
about how much he enjoyed the event’s atmosphere (a sentiment shared by all the
artists and fans we spoke to) and how constructive he finds this clash of academic
and underground cultures. He had heard
the acousmonium in action before, he says,
but never tried it out for himself. The piece
he performed, “Tau”, was specially composed for the instrument and the occasion.
Philippe Dao, Head of Music Production
at the Groupe de recherches musicales,
gushes. “Most of the artists want to use the
equipment to the full.”
Both are right. Saturday at the Alhambra was great in both quality and variety. Above all, it showed the festival had
kept its promise to highlight the links
between academic and popular e-music.
The mixed crowd of experimental rock
fans, rising artists, academics and music
buffs cheerfully leave the good ship Alhambra, their heads full of new soundscapes, and make for the Zoo and Matias
Aguayo’s flute-driven hedonism, already
nostalgic for the future they have just
glimpsed.
Listen to some sample tracks:
www.vincent-de-roguin.ch; www.monolake.de;
www.domizil.ch/marcus_maeder
Benoît Perrier is a journalist and philosophy
graduate. He writes for the newspaper Le
Courrier and the music journal Place Neuve
and appears on the radio show “Les Bruits du
Frigo”. He firmly hopes to found the
French-speaking Swiss branch of the Steely
Dan fan club.
Isabelle Meister lives and works as a
photographer in Geneva. Although her work
mainly documents the cultural scene – theatre,
dance and music – she also does portrait
photography. http://isabellemeister.ch
Translated from the French by Mark o’Neil
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Promoting
National
Culture to the
Global
Mainstream
Are globalized markets creating globalized tastes? And if they are, what does
that mean for national culture promotion? Must it now emphasize familiar
traditions in order to remain authentic
and distinctive in the global marketplace? These and other questions are the
subject of a conference for the cultural
policy community entitled “Cultural Policy: Between Globalization and National
Interest”, on 17 June in Aarau. The highpowered guest list will include acknowledged experts such as the French media
researcher Frédéric Martel, author of

Mainstream: On Mass Culture. In his
report on the global culture industry, he
examines the phenomenon of “culture
that everyone likes” and the interests
that lie behind it. Meanwhile, the touring exhibition Helvetia Park continues
in Aarau’s Alte Reithalle until 31 July,
with the support of the Stadtmuseum
Aarau and the Forum Schlosspark. Based
on the metaphor of the fairground, it
forms part of the Ménage – Culture and
Politics in Conversation programme
launched by Pro Helvetia to accompany
the parliamentary debate on the new
Culture Promotion Act, and looks at the
role of culture and the tensions in its relationship to the state. The conference
marks the end of the programme.
http://menage.prohelvetia.ch

Reaching
Out Across the
Regions
Switzerland’s first information platform
devoted to arts outreach has been online
since January. Covering topics as diverse
as Shakespeare in schools, bankers in museums and children’s art in public spaces,
www.kultur-vermittlung.ch provides details of current projects, people and ideas.
It is a joint project involving Pro Helvetia,
the PH Bern University of Teacher Education and the Swiss UNESCO Commission
and will, it is hoped, become an indispensable tool for everyone involved in promoting culture. Available in German,
French and Italian as part of Pro Helvetia’s Art and Audience Programme, it is
being organized in association with some
twenty partners from the fields of culture,
teaching and research. Its core elements
include a project and people database
maintained by users themselves, as well
as a discussion forum covering a new topic each month, plus information on associations and educational opportunities,
book recommendations, articles by international experts and a news section. This
pioneering project aims to create a single
network for outreach projects throughout
Switzerland, which until now have been
mainly locally organized, and to stimulate
debate about a discipline that is still relatively new to the country.

The travelling exhibition Helvetia Park can be seen until 31 July at the Alte Reithalle
in Aarau.
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www.kultur-vermittlung.ch

literature on Tour in Central
and Eastern Europe
Vaikų istorijos

orijos

r dideliems vaikams, skaitytojams, kujeigu būtų. Septynios istorijos, kuriose
uokingi maištuoliai, tragiško sudėjimo
stuojančiam nepakeičiamumui sudaryti
ino, bet netiki, kad žemė yra apvali, ir
vienas, kuris visiems daiktams naujus
upranta. Vienas, kuris mano, kad Ameišradėjas, išradinėjantis daiktus, kurie
varkaraštį moka atmintinai, nors niekaato, kad informacijos langelyje žmonės
uoti visus pasaulio laiptus, kad žinotų

Peter Bichsel
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Peter Bichsel

Peteris Bichselis, gimęs 1935 metais
Luzernoje, gyvena Solothurne. Iki 1968
metų (paskutinį kartą 1973 metais)
jisai dirbo pradinių klasių mokytoju.
1964 metais jis savo trumpomis
istorijomis Iš tikrųjų norėjo ponia
Blum susipažinti su pienininku
iškart išgarsėjo; grupė 47 jį priėmė
susižavėjusi ir 1965 metais įteikė jam
savo literatūros premiją. Nuo 1985
metų P. Bichselis yra Berlyno menų
akademijos narys ir koresponduotas
Vokietijos kalbos ir poezijos akademijos
Darmstate narys.

Vaikų istorijos • Peter Bichsel

storijas galima palyginti su Johanno
mis istorijomis: kaip šitos žaismingai

istorijos » yra kyga, skaitoma nuo
šimtmečių, ji suprantama visiškai
ų istorijos », nepaisant viso subtilaus
dirbtinumo, yra liaudies knygos (naujo

Melinda Nadj Abonji, lukas Bärfuss, Ivan
Farron and many other authors have
just acquired a new audience: the travelling exhibition Swiss Lib. – Switzerland’s literature on tour is bringing contemporary Swiss literature to the leading
book fairs of Central and Eastern Europe. Initiated by Pro Helvetia, the show
made its first stop this year in vilnius,
and will be moving on to Prague, lviv
and Krakow. In a walk-through “library
city” it presents the Swiss literary scene
in written word, audio and visual formats, focusing on three areas – The
Transnational, Showplaces and love/Relationships – and features video interviews in which the authors explain the

Peter Bichsel’s Kindergeschichten – soon available
in Lithuanian?

importance of these themes for their
work. visitors can also learn about Swiss
spoken poetry culture and listen to songs
with lyrical texts. As well as existing
translations into the local language or
English, Swiss Lib. also includes socalled “dummy books” at each location,
with sample translations from outstanding works by Swiss authors that have
not yet been translated in full. Each
event in the fringe programme brings together writers, critics and publishers
from two different countries for readings
and discussions, and is curated by a binational team.

Photo below: Georg Anderhub

Showcase
for Swiss
Culture
what’s the latest buzz in the world of
Swiss dance? what new publication has
local bookworms sitting up and taking
notice? And which bands are most likely
to get an enthusiastic reception at appearances both at home and away? Since
its redesign in early April, Pro Helvetia’s
online promotion platform offers enhanced content on current Swiss cultural happenings, introducing the artists,
groups and projects in all artistic genres
supported by the Arts Council in its bid
to raise their profile in Switzerland and
abroad.
The site is intended first and foremost for event organizers and members
of the diplomatic corps around the
world keen to present Swiss culture. It
functions as a matchmaker, pairing de-

Prague: 12–15 May; lviv: 15–18 September;
Cracow: 3–6 November.
www.prohelvetia.pl

mand and supply, affording
direct contact with artists and
offering a cultivated public a
well-appointed display window
of contemporary Swiss culture.
A key element of the site are the
Cahiers d’Artistes, début publications by promising visual artists. Pro Helvetia will present
the eight new artist’s books,
fresh off the press, at the Swiss
Art Awards, held in Basel from
14 to 19 June.
www.prohelvetia.ch/promotion

Swiss dancer and choreographer Anna Huber in
her solo piece Eine Frage der Zeit.
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By Christine Lötscher – “The slow-moving
reconciliation process in Bosnia obliges us
Bosnian authors to take a political stand in
our writing,” says lamija Begagic, a young
author from Sarajevo. “when I write about
this society, the personal, too, is political.”
Thanks to Traduki, she can now be read beyond Bosnia’s borders as well: one of her
stories was translated into German for the
spotlight on Bosnia and Herzegovina at the
2010 leipzig Book Fair. As its name suggests, Traduki’s core competence is translation; at the same time, the network is
about more than just overcoming language barriers. In the countries of former
Yugoslavia, Traduki promotes literary exchange among the new nation states.
Books by lamija Begagic now appear in
Serbia as well, and she also contributes to
the internet magazine Beton run by critical Serbian intellectuals. last autumn the
young Bosnian spent a month on a Traduki
grant in the Croatian port city of Split,
where her residency at an author’s workshop afforded her the time and space for
concentrated writing, as well as for an intensive and lasting exchange with the
Croatian literary scene.
Workshops in Split and Solothurn
Traduki not only promotes literary texts, it
also organizes encounters among authors,
translators, publishers and critics. workshops in Split and Solothurn, run with significant support from Pro Helvetia, have
offered the countries of Southeast Europe
as well as Germany, Austria and Switzerland the opportunity to present their own
literature and literary market to a broader
audience, and have allowed Traduki to firm
up existing contacts and whet appetites for
authors and works as yet unknown. The
network makes books written in Southeast
European languages available to a German-speaking readership, and in return
ensures that readers in Southeast Europe
discover German literature, with such projects as the recent translation of Hansjörg
Schertenleib’s novel Das Regenorchester
into Bulgarian. Traduki also sets great
store by the promotion of translations
within Southeast Europe, between Albanian, Bulgarian and Romanian as well as
the languages of former Yugoslavia –
where there is also still plenty to discover.

PA R T N E R P RO F I l E

Traduki
The European literature
network Traduki fosters
international dialogue in the
once crisis-ridden Balkan
region, and provides a Germanspeaking readership with
sophisticated literary fare from
Southeast Europe.

or translators, is of central importance.
“All participants play a decisive role in cultural outreach,” says Antje Contius, director of the S. Fischer Stiftung, which houses
Traduki’s headquarters. Traduki’s trademark is individually-tailored promotion,
which presupposes great familiarity with
the various countries and their literatures.
This is where literary scholar, translator
and cultural outreach specialist Alida
Bremer comes in. She is in effect the soul
of the network, bringing her long years of
experience with the literary market in the
countries of Southeast Europe and countless personal contacts to bear on her work
with Traduki. She can tell immediately
which publisher would be suitable for a
given text, and focuses on books that run
counter to the reigning stereotypes about
the Balkan – such as the high-quality
crime novels and thrillers produced in recent years in Croatia. “we support translation work, but we also advise publishing
houses in their quest for new authors,” she
explains. “So it’s key to know people in the
various countries personally if you really
want to maintain an overview.” while
Traduki normally finances translations
only (with publishers responsible for covering the costs of printing, layout, marketing and distribution), exceptions are possible. “At the moment we are providing
comprehensive support for an anthology
that is in the works, bringing together
writers from Kosovo and Serbia. Because
this sort of transnational project is exactly
what we are out to promote.”
www.traduki.eu

Traduki was created in 2008 as a joint initiative by Germany, Austria and Switzerland. It is supported in Germany by the
Federal Department of Foreign Affairs, the
S. Fischer Stiftung and the Goethe Institute, in Austria by KulturKontakt Austria
and the Federal Ministry for European and
International Affairs, and in Switzerland
by Pro Helvetia. In late 2009 Slovenia became a partner, and is represented by the
JAK book agency.

Christine lötscher is a literary scholar and
critic, and a staff member at the Swiss Institute
for Child and Youth Media (SIKJM).
Translated from the German by Rafaël Newman
Partner Profile portrays an institution or
network active in cultural promotion.

High-quality crime novels from Croatia
For Traduki, working in partnership with
all concerned, whether publishing houses
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The Cultural
Journalism
of Tomorrow
By Ruedi Widmer – Those with an affinity
for culture have cause for rejoicing: the
culture business is booming, and cultural
media are growing in overall volume. In
other words: cultural journalism does have
a future. The only catch is, it needs re-inventing first.
To suss out the nature of the undertaking, it’s worth getting up close and personal with the paying public. If you ask
young people where and how they consume cultural journalism, your first impression will be one of chaos. They surf a
whole range of media, with minimum and
maximum scope and everything in between, pick up a bit of information here
and there, read a few things to the end,
indulge in herd behaviour à la Facebook
and Twitter, jump from community to
community. For these users, traditional
sources of information rate a brief stopover at best. In order to reach as many of
them as possible, mass cultural journalism has to perform a balancing act, and
the result is a blurring of focus. For instance, where does “culture” as a category
leave off: with the debate on minarets, the
latest video game blockbuster, shiatsu?
And what are the limits of cultural journalism: celebrity puff pieces, society columns, styling tips? what can readers be
expected to know? Should they have heard
of, say, Robert walser?
In addition to these questions about
the positioning of cultural media, there are
other issues at least as relevant to the future of the genre, regarding the fundamental relationship between culture and the
media. To proceed with the example of
Robert walser: How can I attract an audience for an evening I am organizing devoted to the canonical Swiss modernist, if
cultural journalists whose work revolves
around events and celebrities, and who
navigate between incestuous local scenes

and global social media networks, decide
that, while they themselves may find him
totally cool, walser isn’t hip enough for
their readers? One possible answer is: let
organizers of such events arrange – and
pay for – their own publicity. There are
hundreds of examples of this on the net at
the moment.
This is why many believe old-school
cultural journalism is in inexorable decline. And yet, isn’t it precisely classic arts
features on figures like walser that are enjoying a renaissance, in this age of browsing and clicking? Isn’t it still possible to
find mainstream cultural media brimming
with appealing, top-quality cultural journalism? And haven’t we had high-profile
cultural magazines available online (such
as Salon.com or Slate.com) for years already, with new and absorbing competitors
appearing almost daily?
The answer in each case is a resounding yes. The magic triangle of producers,
distributors and consumers continues to
function perfectly in media old and new
alike, and allows cultural journalism to
pursue a sustainable circulation of knowledge. The only thing is, it does so increasingly within niche markets, less frequently
c ar t e BlaN c H e
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occupying the centre stage and thus failing
to reach a broad public and make a lasting
impact.
Cultural journalists of the future are
thus advised to heed three conclusions in
particular. First: the demand for informative texts and articles has not waned, and a
firm grasp of a given topic, combined with
cross-media narrative power and broad
contextual knowledge, will certainly continue to find takers. Second: cultural journalists must be first and foremost essayists, skilled writers who are as at home in
specialist publications and blogs as they
are in the mass media. And third: recognition of cultural journalists’ services will
be accompanied by appropriate remuneration, provided they are able to reinvent cultural journalism, at least on a
small scale – that is, to join in the creative
process of rethinking and reshaping cultural media as a viable business model.
Ruedi widmer is head of the Master of Art
Education programme in publizieren &
vermitteln (journalism and communication) at
the Zurich University of the Arts, which trains
cultural journalists, essayists and cultural
promoters.
Translated from the German by Rafaël Newman
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Critical
Landscapes
“Paper Tree, or the Resistance of
Things”, 2008
Photo, carbon print on Bütte paper,
114 cm × 142 cm
by Herbert Weber
Paper is photographer Herbert Weber’s constant companion. He typically uses photocopy paper or roles
of paper for his installations and arrangements, which he subsequently
photographs. Like a hiker, his preference is for the great outdoors, and he
draws his inspiration from his current location: he sets up his tripod,
camera and remote-control release,
and the subject of his pictures may
be the photographer himself, among
other things. “My photographs are
my perception of the world transformed into images. The things I
depict tend to be somewhat out of
whack – which makes them a better
reflection of my reality.”
Herbert Weber (born 1975) studied
photography at the Zurich University
of the Arts. He lives and works in
Toggenburg. www.herweber.ch

Each issue, Gallery presents a work by a Swiss
artist.
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Passages, the magazine of the Swiss Arts Council Pro Helvetia, reports on Swiss art and culture and
on cultural exchanges between Switzerland and the rest of the world. Passages appears three times a
year in 60 countries – in German, French and English.
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In this age of blogs, Twitter and Amazon,
do we still need cultural and literary
criticism of the classical kind, criticism
that tells us what is good, and what to
read? In fact, the dictatorship of the critics
has long since given way to the polyphony
of the blogosphere – which some welcome in the spirit of democratization, and
others decry as the dumbing down of a
profession. In the next issue of Passages
we report on the ripple effect on arts journalism of economic and technical changes in the media. We examine the interest
of Swiss consumers in cultural topics as
treated by the media and ask what arts
journalism might look like in Egypt as it
undergoes its revolution. The next issue
of Passages appears in late August.

Newsletter
Would you like to stay informed about Swiss
arts and culture, and keep up to date on
Pro Helvetia’s activities?
Subscribe to our e-mail newsletter:
www.prohelvetia.ch

Bylined articles do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of the publisher. Photographs © the
photographers; reproduction by permission only.
Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss
culture in Switzerland and throughout the
world. It supports diversity in creative culture,
stimulates reflection on cultural needs, and
contributes to an open and culturally pluralist
Switzerland.

Your opinion
matters to us!
Take part in the Passages
reader survey and win a
signed work by Swiss photo
artist Tom Huber.

To the online survey:
www.prohelvetia.ch
Deadline for participation is
15 June 2011.

Untitled, print on Bütte paper,
edition 2/3, 2009, 80 × 64cm.
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“

When Argentines say ‘yes’ they don’t
necessarily mean ‘yes’. But ‘no’ certainly
doesn’t mean that something is impossible.
Lola Arias

”
We need to identify alternative sources of
Staging Real life
Karen Naundorf, p. 6

“
funding and support – and not always ride on
western guilt.
Ntone Edjabe
”
Eye to Eye? Cultural Exchange
between North and South
Joseph Gaylard, p. 18

“

Art is based on the achievements of a society,
which I term the ‘four virtues of the art system’: respect
for the individual, society’s appreciation of the
value of labour, open trade and exchange practices,
and freedom of expression.

”

The Self in the Mirror of the other
Beat Wyss, p. 10

our illusions are resilient. They resist reality quite well
“
for the first few months.
” Hans J. Roth
Home Away from Home
David Signer, p. 24

www.prohelvetia.ch/passages/en

Pro Helvetia supports and promotes Swiss culture in Switzerland and throughout the world.

